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The divertor magnetic geometry has a significant effect on the poloidal velocity and resulting
velocity shear of turbulent density fluctuations in the outer region ofL-mode tokamak plasmas, as
determined via two-dimensional measurements of density fluctuations with beam emission
spectroscopy on DIII-DfJ. L. Luxon, Nucl. Fusion42, 614 s2002dg. Plasmas with similar
parameters, except that in one case the ion=B drift points towards the divertorX point
slower-single-null, LSNd, and in the other case, the ion=B drift points away from the divertorX
point supper-single-null, USNd, are compared. Insider /a=0.9, the turbulence characteristics
sdensity fluctuation amplitude, flow direction, correlation lengthsd are similar in both cases, while
nearr /a=0.92, a dramatic reversal of the poloidal velocity of turbulent eddies relative to the core
flow direction is observed in plasmas with the ion=B drift pointing towards the divertorX point.
No such velocity reversal is observed in plasmas with the ion=B drift pointing away from the
divertor X point. This poloidal velocity reversal results in a significantly larger local shear in the
poloidal velocity of density fluctuations in plasmas with the ion=B drift pointing towards the
divertorX point. Additionally, these plasmas locally exhibit significant dispersion with two distinct
and counterpropagating turbulence modes. Likewise, the radial correlation length of the density
fluctuations is reduced in these plasmas, consistent with biorthogonal decomposition measurements
of dominant turbulence structures. The naturally occurring density fluctuation poloidal velocity
shear in these LSN plasmas may facilitate theL-H transition that occurs at an input power of
roughly one-half to one-third that of corresponding plasmas with the ion=B drift pointing away
from theX point. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1915349g

I. INTRODUCTION

A detailed understanding of theL-mode toH-mode tran-
sition physics, as well as the associated transport improve-
ment, is crucial to optimizing tokamak performance. By in-
jecting sufficient power, plasmas undergo a spontaneous
transition from a low confinement modesL-moded to a
higher confinement modesH-moded.1 It has been demon-
strated that the mechanism forL- to H-mode transition is a
rapid suppression of turbulence resulting from increasedE
3B shear.2–5 The injected power at which theL-H transition
occurs is not well understood, though it is well known em-
pirically for a given experimental configuration and set of
plasma parameters. Of particular interest is predicting the
necessary transition power in future large experimental de-
vices to ensure that they can be operated in higher perfor-
manceH-mode conditions. Recent studies have focused on
dimensionless scaling analyses, which have provided useful
guidance.6

Generally, theH-mode transition is facilitated by addi-
tional heating, hence a higher temperature and less colli-
sional edge plasma. Nevertheless, it has been a difficult task
to identify critical edge parameters at theL-H transition

which are not related to the input power,7–10 though a recent
theoretical study has identified a parameter proportional to
Te/ÎLn as a criteria for transition fromL mode toH mode
that shows good agreement with experimental
measurements.11 A wide range of theories of theL-H transi-
tion is reviewed in Ref. 12. Experimentally, it has been ob-
served that the ion=B drift direction relative to the dominant
X point has a dramatic effect on theL-H transition power
threshold.13–15 In DIII-D, the power threshold is lower by a
factor of 2–3 when the ion=B drift is directed towards theX
point13 relative to that when the ion=B drift is pointed away
from theX point.

Motivated by the recognition of the role of turbulence
suppression in causing theL-H transition, and observing the
strong dependence of the transition power on the magnetic
geometry, recent experiments on DIII-D have explored tur-
bulence characteristics near the critical edge region as a
function of the magnetic geometry. In these experiments, the
input power was kept constant at just below theL-H power
threshold for plasmas with the ion=B drift towards theX
point for both magnetic configurations. Two-dimensional
measurements of density fluctuations were obtained using
the beam emission spectroscopysBESd diagnostic. The aim
of this paper is to compare and contrast the edge fluctuation
dynamics between configurations where the ion=B drift is
away from and towards theX point sthis is accomplished by
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upper- and lower-single-null-divertor configurations, respec-
tivelyd. In particular, the velocity and velocity shear of the
turbulent density fluctuations are examined and contrasted.
By velocity of the turbulent density fluctuations, we refer to
the time-averaged poloidal velocity of turbulent eddies as
observed in the laboratory frame, as opposed to fluidsbulk
plasmad flow or theE3B flow. Turbulent eddies are gener-
ally expected to propagate poloidally in the laboratory at or
near theEr 3BT velocity, though the intrinsic mode velocity
sof order of the diamagnetic velocitiesd can become signifi-
cant, especially near the plasma edge. These effects can lead
to significant differences between theE3B and density fluc-
tuation poloidal velocities. Furthermore, this density fluctua-
tion flow also exhibits significant dispersionswave number
and/or frequency dependenced in some configurations, and so
the frequency or wave number range is specified as neces-
sary. Details about theL-H transition physics as well as the
=B drift experiment itself are addressed in Ref. 15.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides
experimental evidence for the existence of a large fluctuation
velocity shear at the plasma edge when the ion=B drift is
directed towards theX-point location, in contrast with the
configuration where the ion=B drift is away from it. Section
III presents the fluctuation characteristics for both configura-
tions and illustrates the statistical properties of the fluctua-
tions across the observed shear zone. Furthermore, a bior-
thogonal decomposition analysis is applied to the data in
order to further investigate the spatial and temporal dynam-
ics of the edge fluctuations. The question of the role of the
density fluctuation velocity shear versus theEr 3BT shear is
discussed in Sec. IV, as well as its possible effect on the
L-H transition. Finally, a summary is presented in Sec. V.

II. ION =B DRIFT DIRECTION EFFECT
ON FLUCTUATIONS

The density fluctuation measurements discussed here
were obtained with the BES diagnostic installed on DIII-D.16

The system measures the Doppler-shiftedDa light emitted
from an injected high powerD° neutral beam, and provides
measurements of spatially localized long-wavelength density
fluctuations in the wave number rangek,3 cm−1 stypically
associated with anomalous energy and particle transport in
the edge and core plasma regionsd, with a 1 cmradial and
poloidal resolution.17 The data are sampled at 1 MHz and
frequency filtered over the region of broadband fluctuations
in order to isolate the broadband turbulent modes, and reject
photon and electronic noise at other frequencies. We examine
L-mode plasmas in the upper-slower-d single-null-divertor
configuration, in which the ion=B drift direction is away
from stowardsd the magnetic fieldX-point location. The 32
spatial channels have been arranged in a two-dimensional
s2Dd 536 channel grid so as to image a 536 cm2 sradial
3poloidald region in the plasma poloidal cross section, in the
radial range 0.87ørø1.0, near the outer midplane. This
BES configuration thus provides visualization of 2D large-
scale, transient, and coherentslocalized in time and in spaced
structures in density turbulence.18,19 The deployment of spa-

tial channels with respect to the plasma cross section is
shown in Fig. 1.

The neutral beam input power for these experiments is
1.9 MW fjust below theL-H power threshold for lower-
single-null sLSNd plasmasg with operational parametersIp

=1.0 MA, BT=−2.1 T, knel=2.531019 m−3. All neutral
beams are injected in the co-current direction, which is anti-
parallel to the toroidal magnetic field. The same injected neu-
tral beam power was used for both magnetic configurations.
A slight increase in power would cause the LSN plasmas to
undergo aL-H transition, while the upper-single-nullsUSNd
plasmas would require significantly greater injected power
before aL-H transition would occur. Profiles of measured
edge parameters are shown in Fig. 2 for the electron density,
ion and electron temperatures, electron pressure, carbon im-
purity density, and radial electric field. These profiles are
generally similar between the upper-single-null and lower-
single-null configurations,15 suggesting that differences in
these edge plasma parameters may not explain the large dif-
ference inL-H transition power threshold. The electron pres-
sure shows a slight difference, being modestly lower in the
USN configuration, though this difference is not convinc-
ingly outside of the uncertainty of the measurements; the
carbon impurity density shows a significant difference, not
thought to be directly relevant to the transition physics. A
possible correlation between these small differences and the
theoretical model discussed in Ref. 11 is discussed in
Sec. IV.

The local density fluctuation spectral characteristics are
compared in Fig. 3. The coherency and cross-phase spectra
of the density fluctuations, calculated between two poloidally
separated channelssDZ=2 cmd, are compared between the
two magnetic configurations. These spectrasand all turbu-
lence measurements presented in this paperd are ensemble
averaged over a few hundred milliseconds to provide good
statistics, and thus reflect the time-averaged, or mean char-
acteristics of the density turbulence. In the LSN configura-

FIG. 1. Magnetic equilibrium for thesad lower-single-nullsLSN, ion =B
drift towardsX pointd and sbd upper-single-nullsUSN, ion =B drift away
from X pointd; inset shows BES channel locations for fluctuation imaging
and velocity analysis.
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tion and at the innermost array locationsr<0.87d, coherency
spectra exhibit a double hump shape with oppositely directed
phase shifts, corresponding to two counterpropagating modes
for the turbulencefFigs. 3sad and 3sddg. A positive and in-
creasing cross phase is associated with the higher frequency
band sf =40–200 kHzd, indicating that these fluctuations
propagate in the ion diamagnetic direction, as seen in the
laboratory frame. Fluctuations associated with the lower fre-
quency modesf =10–30 kHzd propagate in the electron dia-
magnetic directionsnegative cross-phased. In the USN con-
figuration, this dual counterpropagating mode feature is not
observed, and there is no change in the direction of propa-
gation of the fluctuations across the turbulent spectrum. The
turbulence is single mode and drifts in the ion diamagnetic
direction. At r<0.90, the LSN casefFigs. 3sbd and 3sedg
more clearly shows the dual counterpropagating modes, with
the break point near 50 kHz, though the coherency spectra
suggest the modes in fact overlap in frequency. The USN
case again shows the single mode structure. Atr<0.93
fFigs. 3scd and 3sfdg, the spectra show a striking distinction,
with oppositely directed phase across the frequency range of
the measured broadband fluctuations, corresponding to a
flow reversal; the LSN configuration exhibits fluctuations

propagating in the electron diamagnetic directionsnegative
cross phased, though there still appear to be two spectrally
overlapping modes here propagating in the same direction at
slightly different velocities. There is again no change in di-
rection ssign of phased for the USN configuration at that
location relative to nearby radial locations. Finally, beyond
that flow reversal zonesnot shownd, the LSN fluctuations
drift again in the ion diamagnetic direction, and the USN
fluctuations reverse direction near the separatrix.

Two-dimensional velocity-field plots of the density fluc-
tuations are shown in Fig. 4 for both USN and LSN configu-
rations. Thek-averaged poloidal group velocities have been
inferred from time-delay correlation analyses20 between
channels separated poloidally by about 1 cm. The velocity is
measured asvu=DZ/tmax, wheretmax is the time delay at
which maximum correlation occurs. Note that in the LSN
configuration, where the two counterpropagating modes are
observed, the group velocities have been evaluated by filter-
ing the higher frequency mode that dominates the power
spectrumsf =50–180 kHzd, though in this case where two
counterpropagating modes are present, the eddy flow veloc-
ity clearly depends on which mode or frequency band is
being analyzed.

FIG. 2. Edge plasma profiles for
USN sopen symbolsd and LSN
sclosed symbolsd plasmas:sad elec-
tron density, sbd electron tempera-
ture,scd electron pressure,sdd carbon
density, sed ion temperature,sfd ra-
dial electric field sreproduced with
permission from Ref. 15d.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the turbu-
lence coherency and cross-phase
spectra for two poloidally separated
channelssDZ=2 cmd in the LSN and
USN plasmas at three radial loca-
tions. The USN plasma exhibits a
uniformly positive and increasing
cross phase with frequency, indicat-
ing eddy flow in the ion diamagnetic
directionsin laboratory framed, while
the LSN plasma exhibits counter-
propagating modes and gradual re-
versal of flow byr /a=0.93; note that
some phase data are offset modulo
2p to avoid the visual discontinuity
of 2p phase jumps.
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The poloidal group velocity decreases from the plasma
core towards the edge. It should be noted that in these ex-
periments, the neutral beams are injected in the same direc-
tion as the plasma current. The injected angular momentum
from the beams causes an electric field such that the resulting
E3B drift is in the ion diamagnetic direction. TheE3B
velocity in DIII-D is typically much larger than the intrinsic
mode velocitysof the order of diamagnetic velocitiesd, ex-
cept near the edge regions, which are being examined here,
where they can be comparable. In the USN configuration, the
flow direction gradually reduces from the core to the edge
and reverses direction near the separatrix. In the LSN con-
figuration, a striking fluctuation flow reversal, or change of
sign srelative to the velocity deeper in the cored is observed
in the ranger=0.9–0.93, 2–3 cm inside the separatrix, as
previously indicated by the cross-phase spectral analysis
sFig. 3d. This turbulence flow reversal is localized to a radi-
ally narrow band of about 1 cm, outside of which the turbu-
lence is again propagating in the ion diamagnetic direction.
That configurationsLSNd has a lowerL-H transition power
threshold.

Profiles of the density fluctuation poloidal velocity and
E3B velocity for the USN and LSN configurations are com-
pared in Fig. 5. It is noted that the poloidal group velocities
are not equal to theEr 3BT velocitiessinferred from charge
exchange recombination spectroscopy measurements5d, also
shown in Fig. 5. First, there is no reversal inEr 3BT velocity,
and the magnitude is somewhat higher than the measured

density fluctuation velocity. This implies that the turbulent
density fluctuations are propagating in the plasma frame at a
significant velocity in the electron diamagnetic direction.
This may arise from intrinsic mode velocitiesswhich are of
the order of diamagnetic velocityd as would be expected of
drift wave turbulence. The density fluctuation velocity shear
and nonlinear decorrelation rates can be qualitatively com-
pared. The density fluctuation velocity shear, estimated as
vs<dVu /dr, is <83105 s−1 in the high shear region. The
measured nonlinear decorrelation rate of the turbulence,
1/tc, is in the range ofs0.3–2d3105 s−1. The decorrelation
time tc is measured by the decay of the amplitude and in-
creasing time lag of the peak cross correlation with increas-
ing poloidal separation and reflects the average lifetime of
the measured turbulent density fluctuations.20 While a quan-
titative comparison of these quantities is difficult due to the
dispersion and strongly nonlinear interactions of the fully
saturated turbulence, the comparison shows thatvs@1/tc,
and it is thus reasonable to expect that the density fluctuation
poloidal velocity shear has a significant impact on the turbu-
lence itself. The effective density fluctuation velocity shear-
ing rate is much less elsewhere radially as well as in the USN
plasma.

These observations demonstrate the dramatic differences
in the edge turbulence characteristics between the two mag-
netic configurations discussed. The magnetic geometry
and/or the ion=B drift direction clearly has a significant
effect on the properties of the turbulence in this critical edge
layer near the separatrix. Moreover, the dual-mode nature of
the fluctuationssin LSN case onlyd is similar to observations
on the Tokamak Fusion Test ReactorsTFTRd,21 where such
double-mode propagation for the fluctuations was observed
near the edge.22 In contrast, however, the fluctuation propa-
gation directions were differentsperhaps due to different
magnetic geometry; the TFTR plasma had a circular cross
section and had a limiterd. In the TFTR case, the higher
frequency mode propagated in the electron diamagnetic di-
rection, while the lower frequency mode propagated in the
ion diamagnetic direction.

Interestingly, the amplitude of the density fluctuations
are not dramatically different between the two configurations

FIG. 4. Two-dimensional time-averaged density fluctuation velocity field
for both configurations at the measurement location just below the outer
midplane:sad upper-single-null andsbd lower-single-null. Note the flow re-
versal nearr=0.92 in the lower-single-null configuration. Largest arrows
indicate velocities of near 5 km/s. In cases of dual modessLSNd, the domi-
nant mode is chosen for velocity measurementssf =50–200 kHzd. Here,
vertically upward is the ion diamagnetic direction, and vertically downward
is the electron diamagnetic direction.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the turbulence poloidal group velocitiessinferred
from time delay correlation analysesd in USN and LSN plasmas, showing
sharp reversal nearR−Rsep=−3 cm in the LSN plasma.Er 3BT velocities
obtained from CER measurements are shown for comparison.
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in this L-mode condition. Figure 6 compares the profiles of
rms amplitudes of fluctuation power. The LSN configuration
exhibits a slightly higher amplitude nearr /a=0.96, but over
much of the profile, the amplitudes are rather similar and
within the error bars. In the LSN case, the spectral power has
been integrated over both the copropagating and counter-
propagating modes.

III. SHEAR FLOW EFFECT ON DENSITY FLUCTUATION
PROPERTIES

The wave number dispersion and radial correlation prop-
erties of the edge turbulence in the two magnetic configura-
tions show distinct differences that are consistent with the
variations in the density fluctuation velocity shear. This may
partially explain the large difference inL-H transition power
thresholds, though this is by no means conclusive. A bior-
thogonal decomposition analysis of coherent structures is
used to show distinctions between turbulence structures in
the two conditions.

The turbulence dispersion relationskusvd are compared
for both the LSN and USN configurations near the shear
zone in Fig. 7. These dispersion relations have been inferred

from a series ofku spectra, calculated using band-limited
multipoint correlation analysis23 at the radial locationr
=0.93. The horizontal error bars refer to the frequency band
used for a given data point, while the vertical error bars refer
to the half-width of the correspondingSskud spectrum. The
USN and LSN configurations show dramatically different
dispersion relations, illustrating the oppositely propagating
modes in the two cases. Hereku.0 refers to propagation in
the ion diamagnetic direction whileku,0 refers to propaga-
tion in the electron diamagnetic direction.

In the USN case, the turbulence shows that the wave
number exhibits a roughly linearly increasing dependence on
frequency. This result is consistent with the notion that dif-
ferent eddy scales are being more or less uniformly advected
together, although there appears to be some moderate disper-
sion since a linear fit does not intercept the origin. The group
velocity, taken as the slope of the curve, is nearly uniform for
all modes. This is the velocity derived from the correlation
analysis shown earlier in Fig. 5.

In the LSN condition, the dispersion relation is dramati-
cally different and more complex, again illustrating the dual
mode behavior. At the lowest frequencies and absolute wave
numbers, the turbulence is propagating at nearly the same
phase velocity as the USN condition, but then reverses direc-
tion at higher frequency, represented by negative wave num-
bers swhich indicates propagation in the electron diamag-
netic directiond. This higher frequency mode in the LSN
condition then exhibits a fairly uniform group velocity at
increasing frequency.

The radial correlation functions of the turbulence are
compared in Fig. 8, where the fluctuations located near and
inside of r /aø0.93, the location of the shear zone in the
LSN case, are examined. The central channel of the poloidal
array nearr=0.93 is the reference channel, and for each
function shown, six radial arrays at increasing poloidal loca-
tions in the 2D sampling arraysFig. 1d are averaged to im-
prove statistics since all poloidally separated channels are at
nearly the same radial location. The spatial spot size of the
individual channelssabout 0.8 cm width, radiallyd has been
deconvolved from these correlation functions.

The radial correlation functions of the USN and LSN
configurations are compared in Fig. 8sad. For the LSN con-
figuration, the higher frequency mode is analyzed since the
high and low frequencies have dramatically different radial
correlations, discussed next. The high frequency band is also
the one that experiences the dramatic flow reversal near the
analyzed location. The radial correlation length, taken as the
1/e point of the radial correlation function, is sharply re-
duced in the LSN configurations1.15 cmd relative to the
USN configurations1.80 cmd. This result is qualitatively
consistent with the increased poloidal velocity shear acting
on turbulent eddies,24 since the intrinsic poloidal velocity
shear for this mode is much larger in the LSN case.

The two turbulent modes are compared for the LSN con-
figuration in Fig. 8sbd and the radial correlation properties
for the two modes are seen to be significantly different. The
higher frequency modesion diamagnetic directiond exhibits a
much smaller radial correlation lengths1.15 cmd, compared
with the lower frequency modeselectron diamagnetic direc-

FIG. 6. Comparison of the density fluctuation amplitude profiles measured
in both plasma configurations, USNstriangle symbolsd and LSN scircle
symbolsd.

FIG. 7. Comparison of dispersion relations for turbulence in USN and LSN
plasma atr /a=0.93, indicating substantial contrast. Positivesnegatived po-
loidal wave numbers indicate propagation in the ionselectrond diamagnetic
direction. Horizontal error bars represent frequency range filtered for that
data point, while vertical bars represent the full-width at half-maximum of
the associatedSskud spectrum.
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tiond which has a 3.3 cm correlation length. It is recalled that
the higher frequency band experiences the sharp flow rever-
sal or shear, while the lower frequency band does not show
such a reversal and thus lower velocity shear. It is also noted
that in general, lower frequency modes correspond to lower
wave number and thus tend to exhibit longer correlation
lengths. The dramatic difference in this case may be attrib-
uted to the different velocity shear experienced by the two
modes.

The decorrelation times for the turbulence is measured to
be of the order 10ms for both configurations near the edge
region. The turbulence decorrelation time ranges from 7 to
24 ms sfrom the inner channel towards the outer oned in the
USN configuration. In the LSN configuration, it ranges from
5 to 35ms sfrom the inner channel to the outer oned.

To further compare the temporal and spatial characteris-
tics of the edge turbulence dynamics, a biorthogonal decom-
position sBDd algorithm has been applied to the 2D fluctua-
tion data. The BD technique allows for the identification and
isolation of coherent structures in the spatially and tempo-
rally resolved data, and is used here to compare and contrast
the structure of the edge turbulence in the two magnetic con-
figurations being examined. The technique realizes the pro-
jection of the data in an orthogonal basis in space and in
time, allowing for the simultaneous analysis of the space and
time dependencies of the fluctuation data. The method has
been recently applied to the full 2D time- and space-resolved
data, and details can be found in Refs. 18 and 25–27. The
principle of the technique is quickly reviewed. Consider a

2D spatiotemporal signalSsr ,u , td measured atN different
spatial locationssr ,ud with M temporal frames. The data are
assembled into anN3M array Ssz, td where the columns
contain the spatial information of the signal. Using a singular
value decomposition algorithm, the biorthogonal decomposi-
tion technique expands the discrete dataSij =SsZj ,tid into a
unique set of modes that are orthogonal in time and in space
so that Sij =on=1

minsN,MdlnCnstidTnszjd with STn=lnCn. Here,
ln, Cn, andTn are, respectively, the weight component, the
temporal component, and the spatial componentfto be re-
shaped so thatTnszd=Tnsr ,udg associated with the mode of
order nf=minsN,Mdg, eigensolutions, respectively, of the
two-point temporal and the two-point spatial cross-
correlation matrices of data matrixS. Thus, the higher the
weight component, the stronger are the time and/or space
correlations.

Figure 9 shows that the weight component distributions
are similar for both magnetic configurations. As discussed in
Refs. 18 and 25–27, the steepness of the distributions indi-
cates a certain redundancy in the data, and implies that just a
few modes are necessary to describe much of the data set.
For either the USN or the LSN configuration, the first 14
modes represent over 90% of the signal power. The firstsn
=1d eigenmodesswhich have the highest weight componentd
for both configurations are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 to com-
pare the dominant spatial eigenfunctions. The related spatial
components are rather differentfFigs. 10sad and 11sadg.
Moreover, in the USN configuration, the temporal compo-
nent exhibits a large-scale structure distribution associated
with low frequency componentsfFig. 10sbdg. In the LSN
configuration, that large-scale structure is no longer apparent
fFig. 11sbdg. This result is qualitatively consistent with the
results from radial correlation analyses that the inherent flow
shear acts to reduce turbulent structure sizes.

Finally, note that as the mode numbern increases, the
mode spatial structure tends to oscillate with increasing wave
number, and the associated temporal component exhibits a
higher frequency distribution, the latter being ultimately in-
creasingly dominated by noise.

IV. DISCUSSION

The stabilization ofL-mode turbulence byEr 3BT shear
flow has been the dominant paradigm to explain theL-mode

FIG. 8. sad Radial correlation functions of USN turbulence and the higher
frequency mode of the LSN turbulenceswith spatial sampling resolution
deconvolvedd, sbd comparison of the radial correlation functions for the high
and low frequency modes in the LSN turbulence nearr /a=0.93.

FIG. 9. Biorthogonal weighted component distributions for both configura-
tions, upper-single-nullstriangle symbolsd and lower-single-nullscircle
symbolsd.
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to H-mode transition.4,5,28–31Sheared flows are expected to
act on turbulent eddies by reducing their radial correlation
length, hence the radial step length for turbulent transport as
well as by decorrelating the density and potential fluctua-
tions. For the experiments reported here, our observations
are consistent with the picture of turbulence stabilization by
shear in the poloidal group velocity of density fluctuations.
In the case with lower density fluctuation velocity shear
sUSN configurationd, a larger-scale distribution for turbulent
structures is observed. With higher fluctuation poloidal ve-
locity shearsLSN configurationd, a smaller-scale structure
distribution is apparent, with reduced radial correlation

lengths as well as decorrelation times. However, the corre-
spondingEr 3BT velocities are found to be somewhat higher
in magnitude than the fluctuation poloidal group velocities.
Notably, there is noEr 3BT flow reversal. This observation
suggests that in these cases, shear in the total density fluc-
tuation flow velocitysnot just that in theEr 3BT velocityd,
may be crucial to theL-H transition dynamics.

Theoretical models generally predict that it is theEr

3BT velocity srather than the fluid velocityd that is held to be
responsible for turbulence suppression.32–34We note that re-
cent nonlinear simulations with the continuum gyrokinetic
code GYROsRef. 35d suggest that it is not only theE3B
velocity shear that is important for turbulence stabilization,
but that shear in the intrinsic mode phase velocities may also
contribute to turbulence stabilization.36 In this case, the total
shear, including that in theE3B and intrinsic phase velocity,
is used to help explain the breaking of gyro-Bohm transport
due to profile shear stabilization. Hence, our observations
suggest that shear in the density fluctuation velocity may
play a role in turbulence suppression at theL-H transition.
Although the onset of the observed naturally occurring po-
loidal flow reversal in the LSN configuration is not yet un-
derstood, it appears that it may affect theL-H transition
power threshold because of the more favorable density fluc-
tuation flow shear in this critical edge region.

We note that a model of theL-H transition based on
zonal flow generation by finite beta drift waves in the edge of
tokamak plasmas has shown remarkably good agreement
with a database ofL-H transitions observed in DIII-D
discharges.11 This model predicts that as an edge parameter,
Q=Te/ÎLn, exceeds a critical value,Qc sdependent on
plasma parameters and tokamak geometryd, L-H transition
should occur. These experimental observations of the natu-
rally occurring turbulence flow shear may be a manifestation
of the zonal flow and zonal field generation that is predicted
to trigger theL-H transition. The slight differences in the
edge electron density, temperature, and pressurefFigs.
2sad–2scdg may be consistent with such a transition mecha-
nism srecent experimental measurements with a density pro-
file reflectometer system on DIII-D are allowing for a de-
tailed comparison of density gradients in upper- and lower-
signal-null discharges.37 On the other hand, these
measurements presented here are of a mean density fluctua-
tion velocity shear, in contrast to the time-varying dynamics
of zonal flows.

Also, we note that recent experimental measurements of
scrape-off-layer flows in the C-MOD tokamak show sharp
differences between plasmas with similar magnetic equilibria
to those studied here, and likewise suggest a flow-related
mechanism to explain the large differences inL-H transition
power.38 Indeed it might be that scrape-off-layer flows are in
some way related to or interact with the near-edge density
fluctuation flows as observed here. This should be the subject
of future investigations.

Other theoretical studies have shown the importance of
the interaction between mean shear flows, zonal flows, am-
bient turbulence, and the edge pressure gradient in determin-
ing theL-H transition dynamics.39 Here, zonal flows are also
shown to be theL-H transition trigger mechanism, and mean

FIG. 10. Lowest order mode of biorthogonal decomposition of edge density
fluctuations for upper-single-null plasma,sad spatial component,sbd tempo-
ral component.

FIG. 11. Lowest order mode of biorthogonal decomposition of edge density
fluctuations for lower-single-null plasma,sad spatial component,sbd tempo-
ral component.
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shear flow is actually shown to slightly increase the required
power for theL-H transition by inhibiting the growth of
zonal flows. Future experiments will aim to quantitatively
compare theoretical models and experimental measurements
of mean and time-varying turbulence flow shearse.g., zonal
flows, including geodesic acoustic modes40d, ambient turbu-
lence, and the local pressure gradient.

These observations presented here also show some con-
sistency with recent simulations of edge turbulence.41 First,
the simulations predict the fluctuation flow reversal at the
edge in the LSN configuration. Second, the calculated fluc-
tuation phase velocities contrast withEr 3BT velocities. Fi-
nally, oblique structures are observed in the LSN
configuration—the lower LH transition power threshold
condition—as inH-mode case simulations.

V. SUMMARY

A dramatic change in the poloidal flow direction of den-
sity fluctuations near the plasma edge, and correspondingly
large natural flow shear, has been observed inL-mode
DIII-D plasmas when the=B drift is directed towards theX
point slower-single-null configurationd. This configuration
corresponds to the magnetic configuration with the lower
L-H transition power threshold. In contrast with the upper-
single-null configurations=B drift away from theX pointd,
the fluctuations exhibit counterpropagating modesswith a
dominant flow drifting in the ion diamagnetic directiond in-
side the flow reversal layer, and a single-mode behavior out-
side. The fluctuation characteristics inferred from cross-
correlation analyses indicate that the turbulence properties
differ substantially for the two configurations. Combined
with the analysis of the fluctuation data in terms of bior-
thogonal decomposition modes, our results show that the
large-scale turbulent structure distribution observed in the
upper-single-null configuration is no longer apparent in the
lower-single-null configuration. Reduced radial correlation
lengths and decorrelation times are observed, suggesting a
flow shear that may act to stabilize turbulence. Moreover, the
Er 3BT velocities are found to be somewhat higher than the
fluctuation poloidal group velocities and do not exhibit such
a flow reversal in theL-mode phase. This suggests that the
density fluctuation velocity shear may be a key parameter
affecting the L-H transition power. Hence, the transition
would occur at lower input powersLSN configurationd be-
cause of more favorable plasma turbulence conditions near
the edge given the natural flow shear observed in the fluc-
tuation poloidal velocity.

An understanding of the fluctuation flow shear genera-
tion mechanism at the plasma edge, and its dependence on
the magnetic configuration will be the subject of future in-
vestigations.
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